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Abstract—Numerous biological functions—such as enzymatic
catalysis, the immune response system, and the DNA-protein
regulatory network—rely on the ability of molecules to specif-
ically recognize target molecules within a large pool of similar
competitors in a noisy biochemical environment. Using the basic
framework of signal detection theory, we treat the molecular
recognition process as a signal detection problem and examine
its overall performance. Thus, we evaluate the optimal properties
of a molecular recognizer in the presence of competition and
noise. Our analysis reveals that the optimal design undergoes a
“phase transition” as the structural properties of the molecules
and interaction energies between them vary. In one phase, the
recognizer should be complementary in structure to its target (like
a lock and a key), while in the other, conformational changes upon
binding, which often accompany molecular recognition, enhance
recognition quality. Using this framework, the abundance of
conformational changes may be explained as a result of increasing
the fitness of the recognizer. Furthermore, this analysis may be
used in future design of artificial signal processing devices based
on biomolecules.
Index Terms—Bayesian detection, conformational changes,
molecular recognition, specificity.
I. INTRODUCTION
SIGNAL processing in biological systems relies on theability of bio-molecules to specifically recognize each
other. Examples are antibodies targeting antigens, regula-
tory proteins binding to DNA and enzymes catalyzing their
substrates. The molecular recognizers must locate and prefer-
entially interact with their specific targets among a vast variety
of molecules that are often structurally similar. This task is
further complicated by the inherent noise in the biochemical
environment, whose magnitude is comparable to that of the
noncovalent binding interactions [1]–[3]. Optimization with
respect to noise proves to be crucial in the design of biological
information channels and especially of molecular codes [4], [5].
The task of the molecular recognizer is analogous to the task
of a decision unit, which has to discern a specific signal within
a collection of various noisy signals. This analogy motivates
us to regard in the present work molecular recognition as a
signal detection problem. Specifically, the framework of signal
detection allows us to evaluate the properties of the optimal
bio-recognizer, which must meet the severe requirements of
recognition in a competitive noisy environment.
Many studies attempted to understand the remarkable speci-
ficity and efficiency of molecular recognition. It was realized
early that recognizing molecules should be complementary
in shape and, thus, discriminate against a competitor target
that does not fit precisely to the recognizer binding sites, akin
to matching lock and key. Later, however, it was found that
the “native” forms of many recognizers and targets do not
match exactly, and, therefore, they must deform in order to
bind each other. Conformational changes upon binding have
been observed in many bimolecular systems. For example
in enzyme-substrate [6], antibody-antigen [7], [8] and other
protein-protein complexes [9], [10], protein-DNA recognition
[11], [12] and protein-RNA recognition [13]. The abundance
of conformational changes raises the question of whether
they occur due to biochemical constraints or whether they
are perhaps the outcome of an evolutionary optimization of
recognition processes. We address this question using signal
detection theory, which provides a comprehensive framework
for evaluating the optimality of recognition processes.
Let us consider a biological system that has to discriminate
between two molecules, and . The decision is made by
binding to a recognizer molecule . For example, may be
an antigen and is a harmful pathogen that should be iden-
tified by while is a molecule normally found in the body
and is similar to . The typical recognition reaction, described
by the Michaelis–Menten kinetics, consists of two basic steps
[Fig. 1(a)]. In the first, reversible step, the recognizer binds
or and produces the complexes and . The formation of
these complexes depends on the dissociation constants,
, ([ ] denotes concentrations),
which relate the equilibrium concentrations of the complexes to
the equilibrium concentrations of their components in the un-
bound form. In the second, irreversible step, these complexes
initiate formation of a correct product at rate and
formation of an incorrect product at rate . The
reaction rates have units of 1/time and are often referred
to as the turnover numbers.
Previous studies focused mainly on the specificity of recog-
nition, that is ratio between the correct and incorrect production
Fig. 1. Molecular binding as a detection problem. (a) Typical molecular recog-
nition reaction. A recognizer a can bind to two competing molecules A and
B and, thus, initiate correct and incorrect actions. The reaction depends on
the dissociation constants K and on the production rates  (see text).
(b) Biological recognition system can be regarded as a detection problem where
both the input-output signals and the decision unit are molecules. On the molec-
ular level, the decision is carried out through binding of the recognizer a to the
“input” molecules, A or B. The molecular binding, which is governed by the
physical properties of the interacting molecules, dictates the decision quality.
rates , and especially on the effect of recognizer-target
structural match on specificity. It was argued, on a theoretical
ground, that if the competing targets have the same structure,
when bound to their recognizer, then conformational changes
do not affect specificity [14], [15]. However, this conclusion is
not valid if the competing targets have different structures [16],
[17], or if the deformations are slow [12], [18]. Recently, we
have studied how the flexibility of the molecules and the recog-
nizer-target structural match affect specificity. We have shown
that for competing targets with similar structure, optimal speci-
ficity is achieved by a recognizer that is complementary in struc-
ture to its main target (akin to “lock and key”). For competing
targets with different structure, conformational mismatch (a rec-
ognizer which is slightly different from its main target) provides
optimal specificity [17].
However, there are other desirable properties of a recognition
system besides specificity. The biological recognition system,
as any other recognition system, should be specific but at the
same time also robust to noise and efficient. For example, the
recognizer needs to discriminate between different targets but
still to recognize the main target at high enough probability. The
recognizer also has to cope with noise arising from the inherent
inaccuracies of biological systems, and, therefore, the recogni-
tion process has to be specific while being robust for noise. The
tolerance of the system to errors is also crucial since, in some
systems, misidentification may be harmless while in others it
may be fatal. Besides the questions regarding the structural mis-
match between the recognizer and target, i.e., whether confor-
mational changes occur upon binding, the role of the flexibility
of molecules should also be considered. We find that while rigid
recognizers can execute highly specific recognition (“lock and
key”) they are very sensitive to errors. On the other hand, flex-
ible recognizers may be more robust to noise but less specific.
This calls for a more general measure for the quality of molec-
ular recognition processes.
These considerations motivate our present work in which
we formulate the molecular recognition process in terms of
a Bayesian signal detection problem and, thus, introduce a
comprehensive formalism for the design of an optimal bio-rec-
ognizer. Our analysis reveals two optimal “design phases.”
In one phase, the optimal recognizer and target have com-
plementary shapes (a lock and a key). In the other phase,
the optimal recognizer differs from its main target and, thus,
conformational changes are beneficial. Unlike previous works,
(including our specificity model [17]), this work shows that
conformational changes may be beneficial even for targets
with similar structures and reveals that the system undergoes
a “phase transition” between the two designs as the flexibility
of the molecules and the interaction energies vary. We evaluate
the critical parameters of this transition and show that, in most
cases, flexible biomolecules with a mismatch relative to their
main target achieve optimal recognition performance.
II. MOLECULAR RECOGNITION IN TERMS
OF BAYESIAN DETECTION
Consider the biological system described in Fig. 1(a) that has
to discriminate between two molecules and . This discrim-
ination process can be viewed as a signal detection problem.
The input signals are the molecules and , and the outcome is
binding to the recognizer , which is constrained by the physical
interactions of the molecules [Fig. 1(b)]. In this simplified pic-
ture [Fig. 1(a)], the interacting molecules are regarded as rigid
objects which may be complementary in structure. However, in
the noisy biochemical environment, one expects both the recog-
nizer and the targets to interconvert within an ensemble of many
possible conformations. Such an ensemble may be the outcome,
for example, of thermally induced distortions. In this case, all
the conformations of the recognizer and the target may interact
with each other and as a result a variety of complexes is formed
[Fig. 2(a)]. These conformational fluctuations around the native
state of the molecules are actually noise that should be added to
the input signals and [Fig. 2(b)]. Such a fluctuating recog-
nizer implies that the decision unit itself is prone to noise, that
is the decision is made in a stochastic fashion.
Describing molecular recognition as a signal detection
problem allows us to employ detection theory to evaluate the
optimality of molecular recognition processes. A standard
Bayesian decision rule is derived by minimizing the average
Bayesian cost function, , using posteriori probabilities [19]
(1)
where is the probability for true hypothesis to occur,
is the probability for a decision or an outcome given
true hypothesis , and is a cost assigned to a decision while
the true hypothesis is , which measures the consequences of
each decision. This measure is often used in cases of simple hy-
potheses when the a priori probabilities for each hypothesis are
known and obey .
On the molecular level, the recognizer , at an initial concen-
tration , is diffusing in an environment where both and
may be present, at an initial concentrations and , and
may collide with each one of the targets. However, the proba-
bility that the recognizer collides with both of them simultane-
ously is practically zero; some fraction of the recognizers en-
counters molecules while the rest encounter molecules.
Fig. 2. General molecular recognition scheme. (a) Both the recognizer and the
correct target are interconverting within an ensemble of conformations denoted
by indices, a and A , respectively. All the different conformations may in-
teract and as a result a variety of complexes is formed. In a similar fashion, the
various ligand conformations, a , may interact with competing target conforma-
tionsB and, thus, catalyze an incorrect product. (b) The flexibility of the target
molecules is analogous to noise added to the input signals. The decision unit is
also prone to noise since the recognizer a is noisy, and, therefore, the decision
is stochastic in nature.
The scenario is as if the system (an ensemble of recognizers)
is exposed to at some probability and to at a
probability . The possible hypotheses are, there-
fore, exposing the system to initial concentrations or to ini-
tial concentration .1 The hypotheses probabilities and
depend on the initial concentrations of the targets and
. For example, if the initial concentration of is zero, than
the ensemble of recognizers encounters only and .
If the initial concentrations are equal then
The goal of the molecule is to recognize and induce
a certain action. Hence, the possible decisions or outcomes
are whether a function associated with the identification of
is to be triggered or not. To initiate the desired function, a
functional complex should be formed. The conditional decision
probability, prob(formation of a functional complex
encounter with ), is the probability that
a functional complex is formed given that the system has
been exposed to some initial concentration. This probability
is the product of the complex formation probability condi-
tioned on encounter, (complex formation encounter), and
the probability that the formed complex is functional, , i.e.,
.
For example, in a possible immune system scenario, is an
antigen, is a pathogen and is a harmless molecule. The
1Although both targets are present together, this is a simple hypothesis
scenario rather than a simultaneous hypotheses scenario, since the recognizer
cannot interact with both targets simultaneously.
possible outcomes are to trigger or not to trigger an immune
response. Binding of to triggers correct immune response
while binding of to leads to misidentification of as
and the initiation of an incorrect immune response (Table I).
In another example, and may be regulatory proteins, that
is proteins that upon binding to an appropriate DNA sequence
promote protein production, and is the DNA sequence cor-
responding to . In this scenario, the possible outcomes are to
produce or not produce the protein coded by . In a similar way
to the immune system scenario, binding of to may induce
an incorrect response.
The decision to trigger a function, that is identification of ,
is denoted by the sub-index , while the decision not to trigger
a function is denoted by the sub-index . The possible hy-
potheses, interaction with or interaction with , are de-
noted by sub-indexes and , respectively. A cost
is assigned for each possible scenario (Table I). It follows from
(1) that the cost function is
(2)
where , and
. Clearly, does not depend on the
binding probabilities or, in signal detection terminology, it is
independent of how we assign points in the observation space.
The goal of the optimization in the present case is to deter-
mine the structural properties that are optimal for detection. For-
mally, this means that one looks for the minima of as a func-
tion of these structural properties, which enter the problem only
through the binding probabilities. Obviously, since does not
depend on the structural properties, it is irrelevant for the opti-
mization problem and can be omitted hereafter.
In scenarios relevant to biological systems, the decision is
usually facilitated by biochemical agents, which are produced
by the complexes or . Therefore, it is more natural to
discuss the rate at which an existing complex induces product
formation rather than the probability that this complex is func-
tional, . The rate is equal to the functionality probability
times some reaction-rate, . Therefore, using rates in-
stead of probabilities does not change the nature of the solution.
For clarity, we assume that the recognizer concentration is in
excess relative to the target concentrations, ,
and, therefore [15]
(3)
and
(4)
where are the dissociation constants and are the
turnover numbers discussed above. Using (3) and (4), the av-
erage cost analogous to (2) becomes
(5)
TABLE I
DECISION TABLE OF MOLECULAR RECOGNITION PROCESSES. DURING MOLECULAR RECOGNITION, THE DECISION IS MADE BY BINDING INTERACTIONS BETWEEN
THE RECOGNIZER a AND THE COMPETING TARGETS, A AND B, WHICH LEAD TO THE FORMATION OF THE COMPLEXES aA AND aB. THESE COMPLEXES MAY
BE FUNCTIONAL AND PROMOTE SOME ACTION. THE RECOGNIZER a IS DIFFUSING IN AN ENVIRONMENT WHERE BOTH A AND B MAY PRESENT. SINCE THE
PROBABILITY THAT THE RECOGNIZER COLLIDES WITH BOTH OF THEM SIMULTANEOUSLY IS PRACTICALLY ZERO, THE SCENARIO IS AS IF THE SYSTEM (ENSEMBLE
OF RECOGNIZERS) IS EXPOSED TO [A] WITH SOME PROBABILITY p AND TO [B] WITH PROBABILITY p = 1  p . THE ENCOUNTERS MAY BE
FOLLOWED BY BINDING THAT INITIATES SOME ACTION. p IS THE PROBABILITY TO FORM A FUNCTIONAL COMPLEX, aA OR aB, GIVEN THE INITIAL
CONCENTRATIONS [A] OR [B] , RESPECTIVELY. THE TABLE DESCRIBES A MOLECULAR RECOGNITION DECISION TABLE USING A POSSIBLE IMMUNE SYSTEM
SCENARIO AS AN EXAMPLE. BINDING OF AN ANTIGEN a SHOULD INDICATE THE PRESENCE OF A PATHOGEN A. THEREFORE, BINDING OF a TO A HARMLESS
MOLECULE B WILL RESULT IN A “FALSE ALARM.” UNBINDING AFTER AN ENCOUNTER BETWEEN a AND A IS A “MISS.” SIMILAR DECISIONS DESCRIBE A
POSSIBLE DNA-PROTEIN REGULATION SCENARIO. IN THIS CASE, A AND B ARE REGULATORY PROTEINS WHILE a REPRESENTS A SPECIFIC DNA SEQUENCE
CORRESPONDING TO A. BINDING OF a TO A WILL RESULT IN FORMATION OF A CORRECT PROTEIN WHILE BINDING TO B CAUSES MISIDENTIFICATION
OF A AND RESULTS IN UNDESIRED PROTEIN PRODUCTION
This form of the cost will be used to examine the optimization
of biological recognition systems. In its current form, (5) has a
simple biochemical meaning, it is a linear sum of the correct pro-
duction rate and the incorrect production rate. We show below
that the nature of physical interaction, including the flexibility
of the recognizer and its mismatch relative to the correct target,
affects the dissociation constants and, thus, the average cost.
III. DEPENDENCE OF THE COST ON STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS
OF THE MOLECULES
The average cost function (5) that was derived in the last
section provides a measure for the quality of a molecular recog-
nition system. This cost function depends on the structural pa-
rameters of the participating molecules such as their flexibility
and structural match. Next, in order to evaluate the optimal de-
sign of molecules, we calculate the dependence of the cost on
these parameters.
Molecular recognition is a complex process, which involves
searching for the molecular target and recognizing it via specific
binding interaction. Binding requires the alignment of the active
sites and conformational changes of the participating molecules.
This complicated dynamics can be simplified into energetic con-
siderations by using the reasonable assumption that recognition
takes place close to thermodynamic equilibrium. In essence,
molecular recognition is governed by the interplay between the
interaction energy gained from the alignment of the binding sites
and the elastic energy required to deform the molecules to align.
Since the participants molecules interconvert within ensembles
of conformations, various complexes may be formed. In some
of these complexes the recognizer and the target may have a
complementary structure and, therefore, may be functional. Ac-
counting for all possible complexes and functionalities deter-
mines the overall cost.
Motivated by deformation spectra measurements and var-
ious numerical studies [22], we treat the molecules as elastic
networks and take into account only the lowest elastic mode.
Modeling proteins as elastic networks was previously applied
to study large amplitude [20] and thermal fluctuations [21] of
proteins, and to predict deformations and domain motion upon
binding [22], [23]. Taking into account only the lowest elastic
mode is a vast simplification of the many degrees of freedom
that are required to describe the details of a conformational
change. Nevertheless, this simplified model still captures the
essence of the energy tradeoff.
To study the binding-deformation tradeoff, consider a flex-
ible recognizer with a binding domain on which binding
sites are distributed (Fig. 3). This recognizer interacts with an
elastic target with a binding domain on which complemen-
tary binding sites are distributed. Binding is specific, i.e., each
binding site on the recognizer site can interact only with its
Fig. 3. Deformation of molecules upon binding in the case of (a) uniform stretching or shrinking and (b) uniform bending. On both the recognizer and the target
there are N specific binding sites. Both the recognizer and the target are fluctuating around native structures, x and x , respectively, which may be the length
the binding domain (a) or the angle of the binding domain (b). The dissociation constant (6) depends exponentially on the structural mismatch between the native
structures, d = x   x .
counterpart binding site on the target. This interaction occurs
when the corresponding binding sites are close. Therefore,
binding energy is gained if the binding domains are
aligned and the binding sites can interact. However, to gain this
binding energy the molecules must deform and deformation
of the molecules from their native state costs elastic energy.
We consider here only the elastic deformations in which the
binding domain of the ligand is deformed uniformly, which
are the lowest-energy modes. The distortion energy is, there-
fore, quadratic in some geometrical mismatch between the
molecules, , where is an effective spring
constant and is the structural mismatch between the native
structures, which may be length difference in the case of simple
extension or angle difference in the case of simple bending
(Fig. 3). The dissociation constant of a flexible target with
a spring constant and a flexible recognizer with a spring
constant is (Appendix A)
(6)
where is the harmonic mean of the rec-
ognizer and target spring constants, is kinetic partition func-
tion of the molecules (which does not depend on and ) and
is the system volume. where is Boltzmann
constant, is the system temperature and is the typical
thermal energy. is the typical scale of the binding interaction
and is usually of order of few angstroms. As the binding en-
ergy increases, decreases and the molecules tend to form
complexes. If increases, that is more energy is required for
deformation, increases and the molecules tend to dissociate.
The quality of a recognition process depends on two main
characteristics of the participant molecules, their chemical
affinity and the conformational match between them. To dis-
cuss the conformational effect, we consider a main or “correct”
target and an “incorrect” competitor that differ in struc-
ture; for example, their binding domains may be of different
lengths, . Chemical affinity is taken into account
by assuming that the competing target has only inter-
acting binding sites while the main one has , and, therefore,
the binding energies, , , are
different. The average cost (5) can now be expressed in terms
of the structural mismatch and the spring constants of the
molecules, , , as
(7)
where is the structural difference between
the competing targets and is a mea-
sure for the kinetic phase space of the molecules. The parameter
represents
the tolerance of the system. As increases, the system is less
tolerant to errors. For example, increase of may result from
increasing the initial concentration of the incorrect target, ,
relative to the initial concentration of the correct one, , from
raising the cost of incorrect decision relative to the correct one
or from increasing the rate of incorrect product formation rela-
tive to the correct one. Similarly, as is smaller, the system is
more tolerant to errors. By minimizing the cost (7), we evaluate
below the optimal decision rule which depends on the mismatch
and flexibility of the participant molecules. As a consequence,
we find the characteristics of the optimal recognizer.
IV. OPTIMAL DESIGN OF MOLECULAR RECOGNIZERS
The optimal flexibility of the molecules and the optimal mis-
match of the recognizer relative to its main targets can be ob-
tained by minimizing the average cost function (7). This op-
timal design depends on the properties of the competing targets,
which may differ in structure and flexibility. Within the signal
detection analogy, this means that the input signals may vary,
for example they may have different frequency or amplitude,
and that the noise affecting them may also vary. Optimizing the
recognizer flexibility is equivalent to optimizing the amount of
noise or stochasticity in the detection unit.
Fig. 4. Optimal mismatch for competing targets with similar structure. (a) Average cost for different values of recognizer flexibility, k . Below a critical flexibility,
k , the cost C has only one minimum at zero mismatch. Above the critical flexibility new minima emerge at a nonzero mismatch. (b) Optimal mismatch, d =
x  x , as a function of recognizer flexibility, k . Very flexible recognizers, k < k , are easily distorted by both targets and, therefore, for those recognizers,
the optimal mismatch is zero. However, if the recognizer is more rigid, k > k , the correct target deforms it more easily than the incorrect one and the optimal
mismatch is nonzero. As the recognizer becomes more rigid, it is not easily deformed even by the correct target and the optimal mismatch tends to d as k .
(c) The average cost gets its minimal value above k and remains constant. Therefore, for noisy targets with similar structure, that is flexible targets with k > k ,
the optimal design is a recognizer with nonzero mismatch, even if the recognizer is rigid.
Our analysis exhibits two optimal design “phases.” In one
phase, the optimal recognizer and the target have complemen-
tary structures (a lock and a key), while in the other phase the op-
timal recognizer differs from its main target, and, thus, confor-
mational changes are beneficial. The system undergoes a “phase
transition” as the flexibility of the molecules and interaction
energies between them vary. In the following section, we first
analyze the case in which the competing targets have similar
shape and flexibility, that is the targets are prone to similar noise.
Then, we consider the case in which the targets are different
both in structure and flexibility and analyze the effect of these
differences on the optimal design. Finally, we estimate the typ-
ical biological parameters to evaluate the optimal design for
biomolecules.
A. Competing Targets With Similar Structural Properties
Consider the case in which the targets have a similar structure,
, and similar flexibility i.e their spring
constants are equal, . The targets differ in their
chemical affinities, more binding energy is gained from binding
of the recognizer to the correct target than from binding to the
incorrect one, .
First, we consider the symmetric case in which the tolerance
parameter is . In this case, 1) the costs assigned to the
correct and incorrect decisions are equal in magnitude and of
opposite sign , 2) the initial concentrations of the
correct target and the incorrect one are equal, , and
3) the functionalities of the competing complexes are the same,
.
As shown in Fig. 4, for a very flexible recognizer (low ),
the cost exhibits a minimum at zero mismatch, ,
which means that the recognizer and targets should have
complementary structures. However, above a certain critical
spring constant, , new minima emerge and the system
undergoes a second-order phase transition as the mismatch
which minimizes the average cost changes smoothly from zero
to a nonzero value. Thus, conformational changes become
beneficial. The optimal recognizer should differ from its main
target, i.e the “key” should not be complementary to its “lock”
but slightly different.
The critical spring constant of the recognizer at this transition
is
(8)
where
(9)
Above , the optimal mismatch, , is
(10)
where . For a very flexible recognizer,
, the distortion energy is much smaller than the binding
energy of both targets and, thus, introducing a mismatch does
not provide any advantage. This is also the case if , that
is very flexible targets. However, above some critical flexibility,
, , the deformation energy is higher and, thus,
deformation can occur upon binding to the correct target, while
upon binding to the incorrect it is not likely to occur. Therefore,
it is beneficial to introduce a slightly deformed recognizer and
the optimal mismatch has a nonzero value.
Above the transition point, the optimal mismatch increases
and reaches a maximal value of at .
At this point, the deformation energy is equal to , the typ-
ical thermal energy [Fig. 4(b)]. Above this maximum point, the
optimal mismatch decreases as the recognizer spring constant
increases. As the recognizer becomes more rigid, more energy
is required for its deformation. If the deformation energy ex-
ceeds , the thermal energy, even the binding energy of the
correct target may not be sufficient for deforming the recognizer,
Fig. 5. Systems with different tolerance. The optimal mismatch (a) and minimal cost (b), for different values of the tolerance parameter . When  > 1, avoiding
wrong decisions is of higher priority than making the correct ones, that is the tolerance of the systems to errors is lower. Therefore, the critical flexibility is lower
and a mismatch is introduced even for relatively more flexible recognizers. For  < 1, the error tolerance is high and the priority is the formation of correct
products. In this case, the critical flexibility is increased (see text).
and, thus, the optimal mismatch slightly decreases. Yet, the op-
timal mismatch for a rigid recognizer, , is still nonzero.
As the recognizer becomes more rigid, the optimal mismatch
tends to as . The average
cost function decreases as increases and becomes constant
above [Fig. 4(c)]. Therefore, this super-critical regime, in
which the optimal mismatch is nonzero, is also the optimal de-
sign regime.
When the tolerance is asymmetric, , the system still
undergoes a phase transition but the values of the critical pa-
rameters depend on (Fig. 5). When the tolerance of the
systems to errors is reduced (relative to ) and avoiding a
wrong decision is of higher priority than making the correct one.
As a result, the critical spring constant is lower and mismatch
should be introduced even for relatively flexible recognizers. For
the tolerance of the system is higher and the priority is
the formation of correct product. Therefore, mismatch is intro-
duced only at higher flexibilities.
B. Competing Targets With Different Structural Properties
So far we have discussed targets with similar structural prop-
erties. However, differences in the flexibilities of the competing
targets, that is, input signals that are prone to different noise
levels, and structures also affect the optimal design.
1) Targets With Different Flexibilities, : Molecules
with different spring constants fluctuate differently. Due to
thermal fluctuations, both targets are interconverting within
ensembles of conformations. These conformations have a dif-
ferent mismatch relative to the recognizer and are distributed
according to Boltzmann distribution, ,
where is the effective spring constant of the molecule. Hence,
the distribution of the conformations is a Gaussian centered at
with a variance . Rigid molecules fluctuate
less than flexible ones and, therefore, are less noisy.
When the incorrect target is more flexible, that is noisier,
than the correct one, , the critical flexibility is
higher than in the case where [Fig. 6(a)]. More-
over, the average cost is minimal at one specific value of flexi-
bility, [Fig. 6(b)]. Since the incorrect target fluctuates
more, the ensemble of incorrect target conformations is more
“smeared” than the correct ensemble. A flexible recognizer with
zero mismatch can “sample” many correct conformations while
sampling only few incorrect ones. Therefore, in this case, the
optimal design is a noisy recognizer. In other words, a decision
unit which is subject to noise will perform better than a deter-
ministic decision unit.
In the case where the correct target is noisier, , the
critical flexibility is lower than in the case where .
Above the critical flexibility, the cost continues to decrease as
a function of recognizer flexibility. In this case, the ensemble of
correct target conformations is more spread than the incorrect
ensemble. Thus, the optimal design is a rigid recognizer with a
nonzero mismatch relative to the main target.
2) Targets With Different Structure, :
The nature of optimal design also depends on the structural
differences between the targets. If the targets differ slightly,
, as in the scenario of two similar targets, there is a
phase transition at and new minima emerge (Fig. 7).
However, the optimal mismatch is nonzero for any value of
. In the symmetric case [Fig. 4(c)], the minimal average cost
value drops sharply after the transition point and remains con-
stant, indicating that the super-critical regime is the optimal de-
sign regime. In the nonsymmetric case, the minimal average
cost value also decreases sharply at the transition point but con-
tinues to decrease slowly. Therefore, the super-critical regime
is again better than the subcritical regime but the global op-
timal design is of a rigid recognizer with nonzero mismatch.
Unlike the symmetric case, the minima of the average cost are
Fig. 6. Competing targets with different flexibility. The optimal mismatch (a) and minimal cost (b), in the case of targets of different flexibilities. If the competing
targets have different flexibilities, k 6= k , that is the signals are prone to different magnitudes of noise, the optimal design depends on the relative magnitude of
noise. If the incorrect target is noisier, i.e more flexible k > k , the average cost function is minimal for a recognizer with a spring constant which is about
k and the optimal design is a flexible recognizer with almost zero mismatch. If the correct target is noisier, k < k , then the optimal design is a rigid
recognizer with a finite mismatch.
Fig. 7. Competing targets with different structure,  = (1=4)d . (a) The average cost for different values of recognizer flexibility. Like in the case of similar
targets (Fig. 4), below the critical spring constant, k , C has only one minimum and above the critical spring constant new minima emerge. However, in this
case, the optimal mismatch is nonzero for all values of k and the two super-critical minima are not symmetric. The recognizer should slightly differ from the
main target but differ even more from the incorrect one. (b) Optimal mismatch as a function of recognizer flexibility. Very flexible recognizer, k < k , is easily
distorted by both targets, and, therefore, the optimal mismatch is small. As the recognizer flexibility approaches its critical value the optimal mismatch increases
“smoothly.” As the recognizer becomes more rigid, it is not easily deformed even by the correct target and the optimal mismatch tends to its asymptotic value as
k , similar to the symmetric case. (c) The minimal value of the average cost drops sharply near the critical spring constant, k , so the super-critical regime is
again the favored design regime. Unlike the symmetric case, after the transition, the minimal average cost slowly decreases and as a result, a rigid recognizer with
nonzero mismatch is the global optimal design.
not symmetric [Figs. 4(a) and 7(a)], and, therefore, the optimal
recognizer should slightly differ from its correct target but differ
even more from the incorrect one. Targets which differ much,
, are not actual competitors and therefore, in this case,
the optimal design is a rigid recognizer with perfect comple-
mentarity as expected.
C. Design Phases of Molecular Recognizer
In the previous section we discussed the optimal design
phases, which depend on the structural parameters of the rec-
ognizers. Using the relation between the dissociation constant
(6) and the critical spring constant (9), the typical realistic
flexibility regime of optimal molecular recognizers can be eval-
uated. To find these flexibilities, we examine the ratio between
the recognizer spring constant and the critical recognizer
spring constant which is given by
(11)
Fig. 8. Optimal design phases. The optimal mismatch for a recognizer depends
on the flexibility of the recognizer and on the relative noise in the competing tar-
gets. The dashed line is the design with minimal cost value. The line k = k
is the transition line between a design with zero mismatch and a nonzero mis-
match design. For a noisy competitor, the optimal design is along the k = k
line, that is a flexible recognizer with a zero mismatch. For a noisy target, the
optimal design is a rigid target with a mismatch. Typical flexibilities values of
biomolecules corresponds to k k and thus both designs, with or without
mismatch, may be advantageous.
where is the ratio between the recognizer and target spring
constants, and is the distortion en-
ergy. are the dissociation constants of the correct and in-
correct targets, respectively. is the recognizer initial con-
centration.
Recognizer with mismatch is beneficial if . Substi-
tuting typical biological parameters: ,
, , [24], [25], yields that
. It follows from (11) that a mismatch is introduced
if the dissociation constants of the targets satisfy
. Therefore, since ,
the bio-molecules are in a regime where both designs, with or
without mismatch, may be advantageous.
V. CONCLUSION
By treating molecular recognition processes as a signal de-
tection problem, we evaluated the optimal design of a molecular
recognizer in a noisy biochemical environment. The “phases” of
optimal design are presented in Fig. 8. The optimal mismatch
between the recognizer and the target depends on whether the
recognizer flexibility is above or below the critical one. Typ-
ical structural parameters and interactions of biomolecules in-
dicate that the recognizer spring constant is of the same magni-
tude or larger than the critical spring constant. Thus, both design
strategies, with or without mismatch, are relevant for molecular
recognition scenarios.
We also evaluated the flexibility of optimal recognizers. If the
competitor is noisier than the correct target, the optimal design is
a recognizer with critical flexibility and a zero mismatch. Such a
flexible recognizer corresponds to stochastic detection unit. This
implies that, in this case, a noisy recognizer samples the target
more efficiently than a deterministic, rigid, recognizer. If the
correct target is noisier, the optimal design is a rigid recognizer
with a nonzero mismatch. In all cases, the significant decline
in the average cost is at the transition between a zero mismatch
design and a nonzero mismatch design. Hence, the regime in
which the optimal mismatch is nonzero is the optimal design
regime.
Although our model for distortion upon binding simplifies
the real situation by considering only the lowest elastic modes,
the approach of analyzing molecular recognition as a decision
system may shed light on the nature of biological recognition
systems. More realistic and empirical energy functions may be
introduced into this framework to evaluate the optimal design.
The result that, in most cases, conformational changes provide
optimal recognition, may explain their abundance in nature as
a mechanism that increases the fitness of the recognizer [26].
Besides explaining observed processes, this kind of formalism
may be used in the design of future synthetic biological recog-
nition systems.
APPENDIX A
DISSOCIATION CONSTANT EVALUATION
Both the recognizer and the target are interconverting within
ensembles of conformations due to thermal fluctuations. Thus,
the structure of those molecules is fluctuating around some na-
tive state structure according to Boltzmann distribution. The na-
tive state can be characterized by the length of the binding do-
main, angle, area or any other geometrical coordinate (Fig. 3).
Since we consider only elastic deformations, the distortion en-
ergy is where is an effective spring constant
and is the native state configuration. Since all reactions be-
sides product formations are assumed to be in equilibrium, we
may apply the law of mass action
(12)
where is the system volume and , , and are the rec-
ognizer, target, and complex partition functions, respectively.
The partition function calculation is straightforward
(13)
is the kinetic partition function, is the energy gain due
to binding, subscript indicates recognizer, and subscript in-
dicates target. The delta function in the denominator ensures
that the complex is assembled out of complementary molecules.
Under the reasonable assumption that
(assumption made mainly for clarity) performing integration
yields
(14)
where and the normalization factor reflects
the fact that the ensemble is continuous. is proportional to the
typical interaction length of the binding sites.
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